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Baton Rouge artists claim the street as their canvas.
The Talking Dead
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Plastic Makes Perfect
The ABCs of breast augmentation.

Are You Man Enough?
C’mon, be a man …
join the gender revolution.
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Q & A with Dan Borné
Voice of the Valley
COMPILED BY CATIE

VOGELS

Where is your favorite place
to eat in Baton Rouge?
George’s under the Perki
ns Road Overpass and
Louie’s. Mostly because
their hamburgers are
outstanding. Next to my
wife’s, theirs are the best.
There are several fine din
ing restaurants I like:
Albasha, Juban’s and Ru
ffino’s are three of them.
If you could be the voice of
any NFL team, what would
it be and why?
I have never given that a
thought, but I would wa
nt
it to be in a dome! I am
not a cold weather PA gu
y.
I enjoy going to the Saints
[games], and love
listening to Jerry Romig
when he says, “First Do
wn,
SAAAAAINTTTSSS!” Jer
ry also did the Saints
games in Tiger Stadium
after Katrina.
Photograph by Bowei Wang
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Chance of rain?
Ha! NEVER! And that wa
s a throwaway line one nig
ht that a lot of people cau
and now it’s a tradition.
ght,
We used to give the weath
er conditions before eve
and we’d announce the ch
ry game,
ance of rain. Of course,
I grew up hearing that it
rains in Tiger Stadium,
never
so one night I simply sai
d, almost parentheticall
Amazing how one word
y, “Never.”
can turn the crowd’s cra
nk!
What is your official title?
Well, at football and baske
tball games I am “the PA
guy.” In my day job I am
president of the Louisian
a Chemical Association.
Have you ever “flubbed” wh
en announcing? If so, what
was your most embarrassin
Sure. Once I yelled that
g one?
Nemesis Bates had caugh
t a touchdown pass and
someone else. In fact, Ne
it was
mesis wasn’t even in the
game. I don’t think anyon
noticed except his mothe
e
r!
What was the most memorab
le thing to happen in the Pre
ss Box?
Britney Spears sat in the
booth with me for an Ol
know about?
e Miss game several years
long before the notoriet
ago,
y that now follows her. He
r cousin was a Golden Gi
at the time, we had a ver
rl, and
y small booth on the 50
yar
d-line with very limited
and, therefore, good sec
access
urity. Her bodyguard wa
s so big he literally could
into the booth with us.
not get
He was like an industria
l freezer with two feet.
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Meals on Wheels

Baton Rouge’s best place
for lunch may be just
around the corner. Or it
will be in 15 minutes.

From tacos and crepes to brisket and gelato, mobile food
vendors are introducing Baton Rouge to the national trend
of meals on wheels. However, instead of hypnotic melodies blaring down the street for
all to hear, food trucks use tweets and Facebook status updates to reveal
their ever-changing locations.
COMPILED BY KATIE MACDONALD

Kickers BBQ
Roaming the town in their characteristic horned truck, Kickers BBQ
offers quality food for those in a hurry.
What you can expect: Kickers BBQ serves plate lunches of brisket,
chicken, sausage or pulled pork sandwiches with a choice of mac
and cheese, potato salad, baked beans or corn as a side. While the
menu’s prices vary, all plates are under $10, making Kickers BBQ
an affordable and reasonable lunch option.
How to follow: Like most of the
food trucks, Kickers BBQ is usually in downtown Baton Rouge.
Foodies can track them via their
Twitter at
www.twitter.com/kickersbbq.

Go Ya Ya’s Gourmet Food Truck
With everything on the menu under $7, Go Ya Ya’s Gourmet Food Truck provides Baton Rouge a sweet deal on crepes.
What you can expect: Go Ya Ya’s menu not only offers traditional sweet-style
crepes like banana and Nutella or seasonal fruit and cream, but also includes
savory items. For a more filling meal, Go Ya Ya’s serves grilled chicken, pulled
pork and vegetable crepes for reasonable prices.
How to follow: In addition to catering film
productions, Go Ya Ya’s can generally be
found in downtown Baton Rouge. Go Ya
Ya’s tweets its location daily on Twitter,
www.twitter.com/goyayas, as well as its
website, www.goyayas.com.
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Taco de Paco

Photography by Tabitha Austin

Taco de Paco gives a fresh spin on Mexican cuisine with its use of local ingredients.
What you can expect: The specialty of Taco de Paco is, of course, tacos. They
serve a variety of fillings, including steak, pork, chicken and beans, as well as a
variety of rotating specials such as alligator or mushrooms. Tacos are $2.50 each
and $7 for a meal of two tacos, chips and salsa and a beverage.
How to follow: Taco de Paco is truly a traveling restaurant. It can be found in locations stretching from Perkins Rowe to downtown Baton Rouge to the LSU Lakes. Taco de
Paco releases its weekly schedule at its website,
www.tacodepaco.com, and gives daily status updates at www.facebook.com/tacodepaco and at
www.twitter.com/tacodepaco.

Latte e Miele Gelato
Ice cream trucks might not be new, but with their flavorful and authentic
gelato, Latte e Miele Gelato is anything but ordinary.
What you can expect: From candy cane and chocolate mousse flavored gelato
in the winter to strawberry and citrus in the spring, Latte e Miele’s menu
changes seasonally. All of its flavors are either from local growers or straight
from Italian boot itself, thus providing both quality and flavor. A small cup is
$4, including tax.
How to follow: From Chimes Street to downtown Baton Rouge, Latte e Miele puts its
food truck to good use. It also can be found
at local music festivals or can be hired for
private use. Latte e Miele tweets daily at
www.twitter.com/lemgelato and gives menu
updates at www.latteemielegelato.com.
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Are you

enough?
MAN
BY MATTHEW JACOBS

M

asculinity has long been associated with a vast array of paradigms
and images. To some, a true man is the
breadwinner, the head of the household, the hunter. To others, manhood
revolves around business and vitality.
But what is masculinity really? Is it
simply about anatomy, or do you have
to “bring home the bacon” to qualify as a real man? If a guy has never
cleaned a rifle, fixed a leaky radiator
or built a campfire, does he lose “man
points”?
Popular Mechanics lists all three of
these “manly” activities on its list of
25 Skills Every Man Should Know,
released in 2009. Also on the list: mix
concrete, fix a dead outlet and paddle a
canoe. Guys, are you keeping track of
your tally? Are you masculine enough
to pass the magazine’s test?
American society has adopted an
attitude that equates much of the ideals of manhood with ruggedness. We
associate masculinity with football
fields and high-power occupations,
and anything less than that is often
considered effeminate. We have built
up insipid perceptions of what jobs are
appropriate for men to hold, what cars
they can drive and what clothes they
can wear.
But now it’s 2011, and while more
progressive attitudes toward masculinity have certainly become copious
since the start of the new millennium,
it’s about time we stop belittling men
by creating one-note expectations of
their personas.

Photography by Tabitha Austin
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Society’s treatment of women is often critiqued, with both the workplace
and the bedroom being chastised for
not giving the female population its
right of way. Yet factions of American
culture still instantly equate the sleek,
stylish man with homosexuality, and
it seems a bit disenchanting that a
man — regardless of his sexuality —
can’t shop well and live well without
his loyalty to his gender coming into
question.
When media portrayals are juxtaposed with real-world expectations,
it seems only Hollywood can produce
a sophisticated, contemporary man
without facing the tribulation of being
judged based on the way he represents
his sex. Why is it only acceptable for
Brad Pitt — whose sexuality clearly
never draws debate — to don highstyle fashions with kids in tow?
We have produced an image of
the ad man, seen in sensual TV commercials for alcohol and fashion and
in respectable magazines like GQ and
Esquire. Imagine the 2011 version of
Mad Men’s Don Draper. The ad man
is nothing less than dashing and modish, and he can sell a product or push
a trend with almost no effort.
But when the ad man leaves the
world of glossy magazines and enters
life outside Hollywood elitism, people
often deplete his masculinity scale,
and needlessly crude jokes about his
seemingly questionable sexuality come
into play.

Considering today’s acerbic economic climate, men are also being
forced to take on more ostensibly feminine jobs. According to a recent article in Newsweek entitled “We Need
to Reimagine Masculinity,” “Men’s
share of the labor force has declined
from 70 percent in 1945 to less than
50 percent today.” I would be anxious
to find a statement more representative of the expanding scope of gender
concepts than that.
I can only hope, as gender expectations broaden, that it will become perfectly acceptable for a man to elect to

through overly judgmental human nature has society fabricated such idealizations, and it’s about time we eradicate them before old-school thinkers
are left in the dust and the “progressive” male becomes the standard.
In short, it’s time to stop judging one another based on wardrobes,
grooming patterns, occupations or
even the ability to change a flat. While
Popular Mechanics’ list contains 25
valuable skills sure to come in handy
for anyone, it does not contain the
definition of manhood because such a
definition does not exist.

“It’s high time society looks around
and realizes that the melting pot has
diversified itself in not only race and
religion, but in gender as well.”
be a kindergarten teacher without facing judgment or ridicule — or trading
in his man points.
I’m not sure when or why these attitudes entered the forefront of culture,
but they’re grossly outdated. The fact
that modernity conflicts with masculinity in anyone’s eyes at all is the antithesis of the progressive society the
American landscape requires.
After all, gender representations —
be they masculine or feminine — are
purely constructs. There is no such
thing as masculinity or femininity as
people commonly analyze it. Only

There is no rating system for manliness. No two men should be compared to each other in order to conclude which one represents the true
American man.
It’s time for the paradigm of masculinity to completely shift away from
these stuck-in-autopilot constructs
and into reflections of new-millennium modernity.
So don’t be left behind. The elegant
man might overtake the workplace
and the bedroom, if everyone doesn’t
catch up.
After all, what guy — burly or otherwise — doesn’t covet Brad Pitt’s life?
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House for a Home

One for One
BY CHELSEA BRASTED

For two of Jason Sherman’s four years
of college, he wasn’t really in college.
Instead, he was traveling the world.
By graduation, Sherman visited more than
35 countries, most classified as Third World.
Sherman spent a year at an orphanage in
Guatemala where he learned the importance
of empowering people.
“I grew up in upper-middle class, white
America [in Dallas, Texas],” he recalls.
“[Guatemala] was my first exposure to
seeing real pover ty.”
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Sherman took the experience with him into the business world as
chief marketing officer for Aspen Heights, a nationwide college-housing
business with a Baton Rouge location opening in August. He founded
the Aspen Heights in Africa project, a foray into the growing trend of
social consciousness in business.
Social consciousness in business is not officially defined but involves
values-based judgement in decision making and a recognition of the impact a business makes on the rest of the world.
One of the most famous examples of socially conscious businesses is
TOMS and the one-for-one model.
Blake Mycoskie founded TOMS, which provides shoes for someone in need with every pair purchased. The company grew rapidly
and by September of 2010 had given more than one million
pairs of shoes away.
Mycoskie’s work was particularly influential for Sherman
when he developed Aspen Heights in Africa.
“I’d already been real motivated by what [Mycoskie]
had done and the whole one-for-one concept, so that’s
what started the idea,” Sherman said. “How can we do
a similar model using student living to provide living
in Africa? We call our program A House for a Home,
which means that for every lease we get, we provide
housing for someone in Africa. That’s our statement.”
Although the plans for housing are in the beginning stages, Aspen Heights currently provides
housing for more than 300 girls in Kenya at the
Inberkani School. The school was founded because the area had no schooling for girls past the
8th grade. Now, of Inberkani’s first class of 40
girls, 26 have made it to college in Kenya.
“Our vision is that one day we can be developers and actually build houses in a village somewhere there’s not running water or a school. To be
part of something like that — that is our dream,”
Sherman said. “As developers, we would use our expertise to go over there and hire laborers that may not
have work. We’re simply providing funding, not taking jobs away from anyone, just helping to create them.”
Sherman said Aspen Heights in Africa looks to begin
developing its own projects within the next three to four years. Each
location participates in the Africa project, and currently one of the main
focuses is to begin bringing Aspen Heights’ residents as volunteers to
Kenya to help them discover the different living situation.
“Another aspect would be to let our business be one of several donors
to the project,” said Sherman.“We’re starting fundraising events.We want
to start doing annual fundraising events so that a lot more people than us
can start giving to the project. We can run the organization, but we’d like
to see a lot more fundraising happen, so it’s not just contingent on us.”
Sherman said he hasn’t had too much trouble developing Aspen
Heights in Africa, crediting Aspen Heights’ rapidly growing business for
the strength of the Africa project.
“If we continue to grow the way we have, it will just get stronger and
stronger as we grow,” said Sherman. “We have a seven-year growth plan
that we’re already several projects ahead of, so we’re really confident that
the Africa project has enough economic stability as it needs.”

Jason Sherman and students at Inberkani School in Kenya. Photograph courtesy of Jason Sherman.

Buying Local
Social consciousness has made its way to Baton Rouge in retail as
well, notably with the opening of Noelie Harmon on Earth Day in
2006. Noelie Harmon co-owner Amy Strother maintains concern for
the environment, local artisans and business values in its business plan.
Strother began her career as owner of a health care business in which
she aimed to maintain an environmentally sustainable business. She also
implemented a sustainability plan to keep a low environmental impact
and what Strother calls an “employee-oriented socially responsible program.” The program included a wellness plan and promised to pay employees fair living wages.
Strother was influenced by the store’s selling socially conscious products she would see in other parts of the country.
“It was sort of aggravating that you couldn’t go to one locally owned
place and get socially responsible products [in Baton Rouge],” said
Strother. “It was aggravating, as an environmentalist and a socially conscious person.”
Strother sought to bring this social consciousness to the local Baton
Rouge retail scene and succeeded with the opening of Noelie Harmon.

“Our vision is that
one day we can be
developers and actually
build houses in a village
somewhere there’s
not running water or
a school.To be part of
something like that
— that is our dream.”
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Falling Whistles hang on a wooden bench in front
of the register in Noelie Harmon. Proceeds aid
war-affected children in the Congo.
Old bycicle wheels are turned into window decorations.

Photography by Grant Guiterrez

“You might be helping the environment or helping a family
across the world and giving away to a charity all at the
same time.”

Mannequins display clothes in Noelie Harmon.

All items in the store fall into one or more of four categories: ecofriendly, fair trade, socially responsible or made by a local artisan.
“Our mission is to have every product tell a story. Every product
and brand, you can read a story about it. Essentially what has evolved is
each product is in one or more categories, sometimes all four,” explains
Strother. “You might be helping the environment or helping a family
across the world and giving away to a charity all at the same time.”
According to Strother, becoming totally social conscious in Baton
Rouge has not been easy.
“In all honesty, until about three or four months ago, I didn’t know
if Baton Rouge really got it. I didn’t think we were going to make it,”
Strother said. “I think we finally hit the threshold. People really love our
store. I think we’ll be around.”
Strother says it was a risk putting Noelie Harmon in a “non-green
city,” but believes Baton Rouge is coming around. Many customers, however, still go to the boutique and look around
without ever making a purchase, which Strother
says is problematic for a small local store.
“They don’t understand that you have to
buy something to keep a local store open.
There are local artists that we support, some
of whom are practically starving, so just
buying one product helps keep a place
like [Noelie Harmon] open,” Strother
said. “In Baton Rouge, there’s still a
disconnect. People don’t understand
that buying from a local business
keeps money in the community. We’re
very far behind from that standpoint.”

A pair of hand-painted TOMS sits on display.
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BY MATTHEW JACOBS

Photo Illustration by Tabitha Austin

These three words script the theme music for the Emmy-nominated series Nip/Tuck, and some
might say they reflect the nature of today’s Hollywood-centric popular culture.
Nip/Tuck, the controversial series in which doctors asked patients to “tell me what you don’t like
about yourself” in each of its 100 episodes, opened the floodgates of cosmetic-surgery obsession.
The soapy drama inspired E!’s Dr. 90210, which premiered in 2004 and featured real-life
patients undergoing cosmetic operations. The series went off the air in 2008, but E! is now reaching
out to the same target audience with Bridalplasty, in which brides-to-be compete to win their dream
body in time to tie the knot.
And with every celebrity under the sun appearing in a tabloid headline regarding his or her
facelift, boob job or tummy tuck, and stars like Joan Rivers and Elizabeth Taylor — who has
reportedly had more than 100 operations — serving as poster children for the craze, it seems
cosmetic surgery is rampant in American culture.
Now the trend is becoming more youthful as more young adults seek operations.
In 1999, 19- to 34-year-olds made up 26.4 percent of the total surgical and non-surgical
(think Botox, for example) procedures done, according to annual statistics published by the
American Society for Aesthetic Plastic Surgery.
Ten years later, the age group comprised 30.3 percent of surgical procedures alone, meaning
college students are seeking out more operations and patients are starting their plastic-surgery
experiences at younger ages.
Julie,* for example, is a business senior who elected to have breast implants when she turned
20 after struggling for years to fill shirts with her small bust.
“I’ve always wanted it since I was young,” Julie said. “I was so flat, and I always wanted boobs
but obviously didn’t have the finances. I decided if I wanted to do it when I was older, I would.”
Julie used money from her grandmother’s inheritance to fulfill her aesthetic dreams. She went
to a doctor in Gulf Port who gave her careful advice, warning her he would only perform the

FEATURE
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Silicone and saline implants are two options for patients seeking breast augmentation.

augmentation if she agreed to select medically appropriate sizes based on her relatively
young age. Julie said she ended up choosing “a small C” size.
“He wouldn’t do any larger than what he showed me,” Julie explained. “ He said, ‘If
you were older, I would let you make all the decisions yourself, but as a doctor I won’t do
bigger.’ Ultimately, he still let me choose and have a decision, but it did affect him that I
was younger.”
Julie said her surgeon would also only allow her to get saline implants, rather than
silicone, because it was a healthier choice for her age. (In the early 1990s, it was reported that
silicone implants cause some connective-tissue diseases in women. The FDA pulled them
from the market, but a healthier model has since been released under the recommendation
that no one younger than 25 receive silicone implants.)
“No surgical procedure comes without both early and long-term health risks,” said
Gary Cox, a doctor who works at Associates in Plastic Surgery on Cumberland Place. “Any
procedure will carry those. They are relatively minimal, and the benefits of the procedures
when we perform them outweigh those risks.”
While Julie was confident in her decision to pursue the
boob job, her parents provided mixed reactions.
“My mom and I are very close. She backed me up and
said she always wanted one but never got it. But I had to pay
for it,” she said. “I don’t really talk to my dad that much, but
I do know that he wasn’t happy.”
Julie is just one example of a twenty-something seeking
an operation while in college. Cox, who has practiced plastic
surgery in Baton Rouge for 16 years, said he sees a “significant amount” of patients between the ages of 18 and 24. He
said he has even treated patients as young as 15 and 16.
“A lot of young people come in for breast-reduction
operations,” Cox said. “We have to consult with those
patients and really try to establish their motivations.”
And it’s not just young women receiving operations.
Cox said he also regularly treats young men, most of whom
seek liposuction.
But despite the youthful statistics and amplified media
attention given to cosmetic surgery, the field has seen recent
fluctuations in the actual number of operations.
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According to the ASAPS statistics, plastic surgery
took a slight hit through the late 2000s as the country’s
economic climate grew murkier. Predictions for 2011,
however, find the organization saying demands for facelifts and other facial-rejuvenation surgeries will increase
as people who were holding out on operations regain
their financial flexibility. Body-contouring procedures
are also expected to see a spike as more information is
released regarding the dangers of obesity.
While some social commentary labels cosmetic
surgery as superficial, Cox said he hasn’t seen any
patients who claim to want to look like the celebrities
they see in magazines or on television.
“I see patients on a regular basis who are selfmotivated, unhappy with some part of their body, and
there’s an option that’s relatively safe to do and can
correct that,” he said. “I see it transform lives quite
regularly. Patients feel better about themselves. They act
differently, and it shows.”
Julie understands the perception of it being superficial but said the pros
outweigh the cons to her.
“All that matters is that I know why I got [the implants] and that I’m
enjoying myself,” she said. “People do make the mistake of doing it too early or
going too big, but if you think about it and know what you want, it’s fine.”
* Julie’s name was changed for anonymity.

Dr. Gary Cox works as a plastic surgeon with the Baton Rouge medical group, Associates in Plastic Surgery.
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BY JAKE CLAPP
Photography by Grant Gutierrez

With a quick stroke of the brush, Peter* coats
a small patch of blank gray wall with contact
cement — a fast-drying gel adhesive.

Voice for the Voiceless

After a glance over his shoulder, just long enough to
make sure he isn’t being watched, he sticks the poster to the
wall — a three-foot-tall menacing carrot chasing a black and
white bunny.
With just a couple more brushes of adhesive across the
front and sides, the 22-year-old mass communication senior
seals in his artwork, gathers his materials and hurries off,
leaving his mark on an otherwise normal stretch of wall.
For over a year, this piece could be seen near the Dalyrmple exit off of I-10. But in January, the poster, along with
more than a dozen other graffiti pieces that speckled the
walls underneath the overpass, disappeared behind a coat of
gray paint.
This is a common occurrence in the back-and-forth
struggle between artists and those who oppose the controversial and illegal artwork.
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While graffiti has existed in some form for thousands of
years, its modern form as a work of art is a relatively recent
phenomenon, said graphic design professor Paul Dean.
Dean said graffiti began to emerge as an art form in the
late ‘60s in large urban areas like New York City and Los
Angeles as a reaction to modernism of the first half of the
century.
“I like to refer to it as ‘Emily Postmodern,’” Dean said.
“Advertisements and buildings were all nice and sleek and
perfect; graffiti came as a nice break from it. It didn’t follow
any guidelines; it was messy and unorganized.”
According to Susan Ryan, art history professor, the major historical rise of street art took place in the 1980s, when
illegal street “writing” was popular in urban centers among
poor inner city youth.

COVER STORY

These street writers in New York would break into subway car barns and write on or tag trains, usually with elaborate word-based images, like the ones still popular today,
Ryan said.
Ryan also pointed out that street art, including performance art, has existed since the 1960s.
Today, the umbrella term “street art” applies to a wide
variety of works, including stencil graffiti, sticker art and
poster art — often called wheatpasting. On occasion, the
term will also include traditional graffiti artwork, but a distinction is normally made, Dean said.
“Artists who work ‘in the street’ act in opposition to the
institutionalized art world,” Ryan said.
As these early writers and street artists of the ‘80s drew
attention, their influence began to spread outside of New
York City, eventually finding a way into Baton Rouge.

Pioneers
Vos-1, who asked to be identified by his “tag,” remembers some of the first tag in Baton Rouge.
“In those early days, we would go out and buy shoe polish and do these terrible tags all around LSU. That was the
first stuff,” Vos-1 said. “When we started, there was no scene
at all in Baton Rouge. It was a lot of us hanging out on
Chimes Street, skateboarding.”
Vos-1 said it all started when he and a friend who goes
by the tag Rek, started tagging in high school in 1992 after
catching sight of the graffiti coming
out of New Orleans.
“We weren’t even trying to start
a scene. We just thought it was cool
and wanted to paint,” Vos-1 said.
As the ‘90s progressed, Vos-1
said he remembers wanting to tag
more and more, like using an addictive drug. He and Rek would
stay for hours in the LSU library
reading about subway art, trying to
pick up the style that was going on
in New York.
Between ’93 and ’94 alone,
Vos-1 and Rek spray-painted more
than 60 pieces across Baton Rouge, some of the first works
in the city, he said.
“When we started, stencils and wheatpasting didn’t even
exist,” Vos-1 said. “It has changed a lot into what it is today.”
Vos-1 said the graffiti world has become more laid back
in recent years, and has changed from people vandalizing
property to people who actually care about making art.
“Some guys got into it just to vandalize stuff,” Vos-1
said. “I didn’t get into it to destroy anything. I did these

things because I wanted a voice. I wanted to say, ‘Hey, look
at what I created.’”
Vos-1 has watched the scene grow, and even though the
35-year-old has moved out of Baton Rouge and now coowns a business, he still paints and occasionally tag trains.
He boasts that in 2008 he marked more than 5,000 trains.
“The scene right now in Baton Rouge is small and too
influenced by outside stuff, but it’s healthier than it has ever
been,” Vos-1 said. “There were many, many years when there
may have been maybe two guys who did stuff when they got
drunk.”

Bunny
“Graffiti is art for the masses,” Peter said. “No one owns
it. It really is art for the pure sake of enjoyment.”
While growing up in McComb, Miss., Peter first developed a taste for street art in high school, when he first tried
his hand on a stretch of “free wall” — a piece of wall set aside
to legally “tag.”
Peter continued to draw and paint for personal artwork,
but decided to try street art again, this time with wheatpasting.
Under the cover of darkness, Peter and a friend – along
to take pictures for an LSU class assignment — went out to
paste up the Dalrymple “bunny and carrot,” as well as two
bunnies on utility poles on State Street — a star-patterned
one and another dressed as an astronaut.

“It’s making the ugly beautiful ... I like
to see a bit more color in the world. All
the places I’ve put stuff up have been
public places, big gray walls. It makes
them more interesting — beautiful.”
Each poster starts as a 5-foot piece of thick paper that
Peter paints, spray-paints and details before cutting off any
excess, a process that normally takes a little more than an
hour, he said.
When it’s time to put up his poster, Peter stops about 15
yards from his chosen spot — this time a utility pole on the
corner of Carlotta and State streets. He ducks down in the
shadows so that passing cars won’t notice the man spreading
contact cement gel on the back of the paper with a brush.
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“That stuff isn’t easy to spread,” Peter said. “It takes a few
seconds to put on, but it does the job well.”
After checking to make sure no cars are coming down
the street, Peter runs up to the chosen spot, and hastily slaps
down the bottom section of the paper and begins to smooth
it out, being careful the piece doesn’t fold in on itself.
Suddenly a car rounds the corner, and headlights come
into view. Peter immediately stops, throws his hands into his
pockets and casually walks away from the poster. As soon as
the car has passed, Peter returns to finish.
Once the piece is firmly in place, Peter goes back over
the work with adhesive, still watching for cars. Again, lights
come into view; Peter drops the can of glue and walks away.
He isn’t sure if this will be the one with flashing lights and a
high-beam spotlight turned on him. The car passes without
incident, and Peter quickly finishes up.
He walks across the street to admire his work, pleased
with his latest creation, a bunny in an astronaut suit with a
small rocket in the background.
“It’s making the ugly beautiful,” Peter said. “I like to see
a bit more color in the world. All the places I’ve put stuff up
have been public places, big gray walls. It makes them more
interesting — beautiful.”

Line between Anarchy and Art
Louisiana law states, “It shall be unlawful for any person
to intentionally deface with graffiti immovable or moveable

[Below] Icon’s signature gentleman is pasted on the wall
of a dilapidated building on Highland Road.
[Right] A car passes by the Dalrymple exit of I-10,
where Peter’s carrot attacks a bunny.
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property, whether publicly or privately owned, without the
consent of the owner.”
The law also states that anyone convicted of criminal
damage to property where the damage is less than $500 is
liable for a fine up to $500, jail time for up to six months
or both.
If damage exceeds $500 but is less than $50,000, the offender can be fined $1,000, face a two-year prison sentence
or both, but most street art does not exceed this.
Sgt. Don Kelly, spokesman for the Baton Rouge Police
Department, defined criminal damage of property as anything that interferes with the enjoyment of one’s property.
Sgt. Blake Tabor, spokesman for LSUPD, said LSU goes
by this Louisiana code and the penalties are the same, but an
LSU student could also be reported to the dean of students
and face consequences through the University.
Both Tabor and Kelly said LSU and the city did not have
a graffiti problem beyond the occasional violation.
Peter said he realizes that what he does is illegal but still
enjoys doing it for the sake of art, but he concedes that he
would never tag private property.
For him, posters offer a cheaper and easier cleanup if
needed, something he knows won’t cost $500 to tear down.
While Peter was about to begin work on placing the Dalrymple poster, a police cruiser pulled off the interstate and
slowed down after seeing two dark figures next to the wall.
“All that was going through my mind was ‘Oh crap, oh
crap,’” Peter said with a laugh. “I could just picture my family’s faces when I told them I had gotten in trouble.”
Peter said he threw down his materials,
and he and his friend quickly sat down, pretending to be homeless, his heart beating a
rapidly.
“The cop turned on his lights and
just pulled up next to us and told use we
couldn’t sleep there tonight,” Peter said.
“He just drove off after saying some expletive about us.”
Peter was able to finish his project.
A year later, the carrot and bunny has
vanished behind gray paint.
Although he could not confirm the Department of Transportation and Development was involved in the graffiti removal,
Bud Cage, a DOTD engineering tech, said
it was not unusual for one of the department’s crews to go out and remove graffiti.
“[Painting on interstate walls] is defacing state property with graffiti,” Cage said.
“It may be open to the public, but it is illegal if there is no permission to paint, hang
signs or posters.”
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Marc Verrett selects his next spray paint
can for use on the free wall.

The Gray Ghost
Fred Radtke is known in the street art scene as an outspoken opponent of graffiti in New Orleans.
In 1998, Radtke started Operation Clean Sweep, a nonprofit organization that removes graffiti from businesses and
personal homes for the city government for free. Since he
began, Radtke and his team of volunteers have painted over
or removed more than 15,000 graffiti tag in New Orleans.
Known as the Gray Ghost – because of the gray paint he
uses to cover over all forms of graffiti – Radtke even caught
the eye of Banksy, an English street artist who has become of
a star in the graffiti world. In 2008, Banksy arrived in New
Orleans to complete a series of paintings and to challenge
the Gray Ghost, whom Banksy claimed to be a “vigilante.”
Radtke sees himself as just a man who “loves the culture
and city of New Orleans and wants to keep the city clean.”
Radtke claimed he has no personal feelings toward street
art designs he removes and even feels that some of the artists
who do graffiti are talented but have found the wrong outlet
for their art.
“There are many factors involved, but the bottom line is
it creates a perception of crime,” Radtke said.
Radtke said graffiti depreciates property and is just the
first step to harsher crimes in areas if it appears that no one
cares about their surroundings, even going as far as hurting
the tourism industry.
Part of the problem of graffiti, Radtke said, is there are
no boundaries, and street artists create their own rules and
agendas.
“[These agendas] create chaos, and when you have chaos
it isn’t art. You just have people doing whatever they want

Verrett outlines the lettering before
beginning a piece.

to do.” Radtke said. “Where do you put that line? The line
between anarchy and art.”
Radtke said he makes no distinction between the graffiti he takes out. For him, if there is no license — in New
Orleans an artist can purchase a $1200 license to paint a
public mural — it is illegal, and he is enforcing the law by
removing it.
“God bless them for beautifying a space,” Radtke said.
“But they have to go through the rules. If we allow one person to get away with it because we consider it nicer than
others, then what is to stop someone else from thinking,
‘Well, why can’t I?’”
As for the Banksy pieces, Radtke met Banksy’s challenge,
and the paintings have since disappeared behind a coat of
gray paint.

Fresh, Never Rotten
Marc Verrett has also been on the receiving end of the
Gray Ghost’s anti-graffiti quest.
The Baton Rouge street artist, who goes by his artist
name Marc Fresh, has put up posters, spray-paint and stickers from Lafayette to New Orleans and has seen several of
his works in the Crescent City disappear under gray paint.
Verrett, who does most of his work in Baton Rouge, believes that graffiti has a place as art but recognizes the criticism it brings up.
“It depends on what you do,” Verrett said. “The more
severe, the more you’re f***ing up something, then yeah it’s
vandalism. People have that mentality, though, that whatever it is, it’s vandalism.”
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In those 13 years,
Verrett has used his art
to propel his own “brand
name” through his posters and “tags.”
“It’s kind of like a
popularity contest,” Verrett said. “You have guys
trying to put up more
stickers and stuff than
others, but it really comes
down like a kind of adVerrett stands in front of his completed wall while
vertisement.”
used spray cans stand on the ground near his crate.
Verrett said graffiti is
a way of life. It’s a way to advertise himself, display his artwork and get people interested in other paintings he does.
“The fun part comes when you never know if people
A 2004 LSU art graduate, Verrett, 29, has been doing
have seen it,” Verrett said. “I love to see how long it takes to
graffiti and street art since he was 16, when he was first inhear about a piece I put up. I just wait for people to come
troduced to the art medium by friends in his high school art
back and ask me, ‘Was that you Marc?’”
classes in his hometown of Slidell.

COVER STORY

WANT MORE?
www.

lsulegacymag .com
Visit LEGACY all year.
See additional photos
and old favorites.
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Iconic
Icon, who also wished to go by his tag name, has made a
name for himself around Baton Rouge with his posters and
stickers over the last decade.
Icon, 31, came to Baton Rouge from Shreveport to
attend LSU as a graphic design student and graduated in
2003. It was here that he first started to develop his art.
“When I found out about street art, it resonated with
me,” Icon said. “I had always wanted to make more art, but
I guess I couldn’t find the right avenue. It’s the free aspect
about it that hit me. I guess I’ve always had some anti-authority streak.”
Icon said it took him a while to develop his identity and
style through “trial and grow,” but he likes where his art has
led him and the way it has developed. He has since become
best known for his bespectacled, fez-wearing, mustachioed
gentleman.
“I see a lot more people talking about my artwork then
I knew,” Icon said. “It feels like Icon is a lot bigger than I
thought it would ever be, but I like to stay anonymous. It’s
the face of the brand, not my face that is out there. I’m not
trying to be famous.”

Icon has used the momentum from the popularity of
his brand to open his studio and shop, Bricks and Bombs,
which he hopes will help pull street artists together in Baton Rouge. While he continues to put out new posters and
work, he has slowed down in recent years and would like to
see new artists come out.
“When we were 19 to 24, it was easy to do this stuff all
the time,” Icon said. “It gets tougher as you get older. You
grow up and take on more responsibilities and can’t take as
much risk.”
He said, while he may not do as much as he once has,
street art still carries the same philosophy: It’s about freedom
of art and expression.
“Messages don’t hinder or drive me, but it would be naïve to think that street art, in itself, doesn’t have a message,”
Icon said. “It’s really powerful when used, and it speaks to
people whether positive or negative. For me though, my
agenda is to have fun with it. No messages, just art.”
*At his request, we did not reveal Peter’s last name.
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COMPILED BY JAKE CLAPP
Photography by Grant Gutierrez

As Peter prepares a new poster to put up, he begins
with a 5-foot piece of thick paper. He drags his materials
to an empty field across from his apartment
and gets started.
He paints the outline of his design — three bunnies
climbing atop one another toward the moon — in a light
coat of black oil-based paint and lets it dry before filling
in the bunnies and moon with white paint.
He lets the base coat dry before going back over the
interior with white spray paint to thicken the color. Once
that dries he uses black spray paint to redo the outline of
the bunnies and moon.
After everything is finished, Peter hauls the poster
back inside for the final touches. He touches up the
outline and paints detail work on the moon and bunnies
to give character to his art.
Once the poster is exactly as he wants it, Peter cuts
out the design and waits until nightfall to “publish” his
art to a utility pole on the corner
of Carlotta and State streets.
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House Party
Man to Woman: “Please stop biting
me all the time.”
Spanish Moon 80s Night
“I hope this heats up.
I want to get some action.”
- Male

Spanish Moon 80s Night (At the Bar)
Man #1 to Man #2: “Have you ever been to prison?”

Boudreaux and Thibodeaux’s (Women’s Restroom)
Woman #1: “Ok sweetie. I washed my hands and I’m
going to shove my finger down your throat.”
Woman #2: “I’m going to feel like shit tomorrow, aren’t I?”
Woman #1: “Yes, but that’s what happens when you have
a birthday.”

Spanish Moon 80s Night
(On the Dance Floor)
“I am the puppeteer of bootay.”
-Female

Spanish Moon 80s Night
(Women’s Restroom)
“There’s puke sprinkles ...
On the toilet paper.”
- Female
COMPLIED BY LEGACY STAFF
Illustrations by Olivia Hartzog
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Serrano’s (At the bar)
“And I was like, ‘I want to be
your ecstasy.’ And, then we
made out in a drug store.”
- Female

Spanish Moon 80s Night
“You two may have sex tonight. But I’m still going
to have morning sex.”
-Female
Spanish Moon 80s Night
“Both of you look good.
Are you two twins?”
- Male (the girls were
not identical)

BY SYDNI DUNN

Photography by Melanie Cascio

Hill Memorial hosts an array of mysteries
from the past within its doors.

H

idden behind the arched entrance of the Hill Memorial Library, a maze of dimly-lit corridors and
lofty shelving packed with precious archives wait to be explored.
But Hill Memorial is not your average library — it houses an array of the University’s most rare and
valuable collections, trading public computer labs for Civil War diaries and coffee houses for the personal
belongings of former Governor Huey P. Long.
“We tend to have things that you can’t get anywhere else,” said Elaine Smyth, head of Special Collections.

The Hill Memorial Library has belonged to the University’s campus since 1925, steadily filling every
crevice of the building with history.
“[Hill Memorial] has all of the materials that belong to LSU Libraries that are special or rare or need
some type of protection,” Smyth said.
The Special Library also collects items related to Louisiana history and culture, such as the Louisiana
and Lower Mississippi Valley Collections, an accumulation of maps, newspapers, pamphlets, books and
other materials centered around the region.
One of the oldest buildings on campus, Hill Memorial was not always reserved for Special Collections.
“It was downtown at the pentagon barracks in the early part of the twentieth century, but in 1924
or 1925, they started building on this campus,” Smyth said. “It was dedicated in 1926 and served as the
main library until 1958 when Middleton Library was built.”
Following the construction of the new library, Smyth said Hill Memorial served as offices for the
LSU Press and for the School of Architecture. It later provided storage for periodicals. The building was
not used as a library again until the 1980s.
“They decided to take the various collections in Middleton that were in some way special and put
them together into a different division of the LSU Libraries,” Smyth said. “The University did a major
renovation, and in 1985 [Hill Memorial] opened as the Special Collections library.”
The weathered concrete building stands in the Northwest quadrant of campus, between Allen and
Peabody Halls. A banner advertising an upcoming exhibition waves above the entrance beckoning
students inside.
After entering, students are met with a quiet, blanch foyer nestled between two mysterious marble
staircases. After signing in and accepting a visitors badge, guests are directed to their destinations.
Through the foyer is a spacious room with framed photographs and dated portraits lining every
wall. The elevator ahead transports students to what appears to be the second floor of the two-story

FEATURE

“

You are not getting
somebody else’s
interpretation of
the past. You are
actually looking
at the eye-witness
accounts of what
happened.

“

History
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building, but what patrons do not realize is there are six floors of stacks squeezed behind
the walls, accessible only by staff.
The second floor greets students with a small exhibit and two grand rooms. To the
south is the Reading Room, a classic wood-paneled area filled with large tables. Natural
rays of sunlight beam in.

Hidden Treasures
Among the many manuscripts and works preserved in Hill Memorial, some key
materials have captured the attention of University students.
One student favorite is the “bloody book,” which carries the legend of an eerie
eighteenth century murder.
“There is a legend that it was being held by John Paul Marat when he was killed during
the French Revolution,” Smyth said. “There are splatters of kind of a rust-color reddish
substance that could be blood, but there is no way to determine whether it is or not.”
Another compelling item is a copy of the world’s most expensive book, of which there
are only 119 copies.
French naturalist and Louisiana legend John James Audubon’s “Birds of America” is a
2-by-3-foot book that contains 435 hand-colored illustrations of different species of birds.
The masterpiece’s ornate nature and captivating visuals are highly-priced, with copies sold
around the world for as much as $9 million.
While the University’s copy has never been appraised, Smyth said it was the most
monetarily valuable item in Hill Memorial’s collections.
Aside from the most expensive book, Hill Memorial also stores the oldest printed
book, “Historia del Popolo Fiorentino.”
This 500-year-old Italian treasure consists of two books bound together and highlights
the history of Florence, Smyth said. It was printed in Venice, Italy by Jacopo de Rossi in
1476, just 21 years after the first movable type was invented by Johannes Gutenberg.
Smyth said a personal favorite is the “Journal de Caisse,”the account book of the
famous French Queen Marie Antoinette. This 1788 primary source document notes all of
Antoinette’s household accounts, including what she bought and whom she paid.
“Near the end, one of the things that happened [during the Revolution] was that the
French Revolutionary government declared they were going to use a different calendar
because they wanted to get away from the monarchy completely,” Smyth said. “They made
new names for months and laid it out differently.”
Smyth said the man who documented Antoinette’s budget begins to use the revised
calendar in his written accounts, and the listing abruptly halts when the Queen is beheaded.
“It’s kind of a creepy thing to see that,” she said. “But it’s that eye-witness account —
you see history happening.”
One more that stands out among the lot is the library’s smallest book, which measures
0.6-by-0.6 centimeters. Michael Taylor, assistant curator of books, held the tiny publication on the tip of his pointer finger as he explained that the book contains the Lord’s
Prayer delicately written in seven languages.
“Sometimes I’m afraid I will accidentally inhale it,” he joked.

Preserving and Protecting
Special documents mean special efforts by the University to preserve these unique works.
The humidity levels are kept between 50 and 55 percent, and the temperature remains
at 70 degrees. Hill Memorial is also equipped with a sprinkler-free fire suppression system
so water damage to the items can be avoided in the event of a fire.
“We also have special security systems,” Smyth said. “Hill Memorial is alarmed and protected to prevent any type of major theft since we do have things that are quite valuable.”
And to further measures, the Hill Memorial staff asks visitors to sign in with a photo
I.D. and lock their belongings in lockers located in the foyer. Backpacks are not allowed
in the Reading Room.
“We keep a record of what people have used to help in cases of theft,” she said. “It is also
helpful to our patrons who can’t remember exact citations or what they’ve looked at before.”
No materials are allowed to leave the building with the exception of microfilms, which
can be replaced. Students are also asked to have clean hands when handling the items and
to wear gloves when touching photographs or rare art.
Smyth said students are expected to adhere to the procedures during each visit, but
they are not alone. Individual staff efforts are also required to maintain the quality of
the documents.
Raven Duncil, mass communication sophomore, has worked at Hill since February
2010 as a digital services worker and as an intern, carefully handling documents and
organizing artifacts for exhibits.
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The “bloody book,” a student favortie, lies open on
a page supposedly splattered with the blood of John
Paul Marat from the French Revolution.

“Wood Duck and Summer Duck” by
John James Audubon, from the elephant
folio edition of Birds of America (London, 1827-1838). Courtesy of the LSU
Libraries, Special Collections.

Duncil said even though she has worked there for most of her time at the
University, she was surprised by the strict security.
“Compared to Middleton, the level of effort to get to the materials is
discouraging, but I believe it is worth it,” Duncil said. “The rules are there to
prevent theft and deter damage to delicate materials.”
Smyth said students should not be intimidated by the rules.
“We want to make people comfortable with the security,” Smyth said.
“We want everyone to understand that we are trying to keep things in, not
people out.”

Staff
Employees are available at all times to help visitors identify and locate
research materials, assured Smyth.
“Having people come in to the Reading Room and say ‘I’ve been looking
for this [item] all over the U.S., and you have it!’ – That is, I think, the best
part of the job,” she said.
She said another great aspect of working at Hill is teaching classes at the library.
“We give classes, something like 60 or 70 over the course of the last year, to
people in history, music and art,” Smyth explained. “People need to understand
how to use [Hill] and about the various tools we provide.”
Smyth said Hill Memorial can be utilized by all majors.
“Just as in the sciences, you must have the labs and the research facilities —
this is a research facility for the humanities and social sciences in particular,”
she said. “Though we support the sciences, coast and environment, botany,
geography, anthropology … ”
Smyth also said the LSU Libraries work closely together. She said the
librarians in Middleton help serve as liaisons between Hill and the faculty
across campus, a connection Smyth deems very valuable.
This open communication also helps the library organize and produce
successful on-site exhibitions.
“We do 3-4 major exhibitions a year,” Smyth said. “It’s a great way to make
our materials available and to keep our patrons entertained and educated.”
In addition to major exhibitions, Hill Memorial hosts a series of miniexhibitions throughout each year and sponsors guest lectures. The current
exhibit is titled “The Dear Ones at Home: Women’s Letters and Diaries of the
Civil War Era” and displays a collection of first-hand accounts and memorabilia from the time of the Civil War. It will remain on display until April.

The library’s smallest book is only able to be seen
through a magnifying glass.

Smyth said exhibitions and lectures are a great
way to attract new visitors to Hill Memorial but that
future projects will be difficult to host.
“It’s hard to continue with the budget cuts because
exhibitions take some of the funds, but we received a
grant to do our next exhibition,” she said.

Funding the Future
Funding for the exhibitions is supplied by the
state, but the majority of Hill Memorial’s money is
generated from outside donations.
“Almost everything we get is donated and the
things that we purchase are through funds that are
donated,” she said. “We rely heavily on the generosity
of people that believe in special collections, believe in
the importance of what we are doing and believe in
the importance of maintaining the historical records.”
Smyth said the library depends on the University
for personnel salaries and general upkeep.
“The University has made a big investment in
special collections,” she said. “But it pays off.”
Smyth said people from around the world travel
to Hill Memorial for research.
“We have a lot of primary source materials, or
eye-witness accounts,” she said. “Instead of reading a
textbook that tells you about how Civil War soldiers
thought about events that took place like Lincoln’s
assassination, you can come and actually get in your
hands a diary of a soldier in the Civil War and read
what he wrote when he found out that Lincoln had
been assassinated.”
She said visitors are able to touch history and see
what people created first-hand.
“You are not getting somebody else’s interpretation
of the past,” she said. “You are actually looking at the
eye-witness accounts of what happened.”
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The Talking Dead
BY CATIE VOGELS

We sit in the dark on musty couches. The room is illuminated only by the headlights
of passing cars, tiny lights from equipment and the moon.
The sole sounds in the room come from a radio set to constantly scan AM channels. A ghost box, they call it. It allegedly allows a paranormal being to pull energy
from the radio and speak through it. The people I am with say different things, trying
to evoke a response.
“Who are you? ... Were you a Confederate soldier in the Civil War? ...We thank
you for your service. … What is your name?”
They ask several times to see if they can get a response.
“What is your name?” they ask again.
Suddenly, through the static, a voice rings out.
“Jake.”
Everyone in the room hears it and looks at Steve Coleman, who is holding the
ghost box. My photographer and I cling to each other on the couch. This is the first
remotely paranormal experience either of us have ever encountered.
And I want more.

FEATURE
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I am with a team of seven paranormal investigators from Louisiana Spirits, a group comprised of more than 20 people across
the state who investigate claims of paranormal activity. We are
investigating Tyrone Plantation in Alexandria.

Birthplace of LSU
Brandon Thomas, co-founder of LA Spirits, said this plantation is
where the idea of LSU was originally sketched out.
“This plantation is the birthplace of LSU. The founder lived here
before LSU was located near Pineville,” Thomas said.
The sign in front of the house reads “Tyrone Plantation 1843.”
Rae Swent, the plantation owner, said her family bought the home in
1954, and she and her children moved into the house in 1974.
“We didn’t use the downstairs until 1995, which is where the bed and
breakfast is now,” Swent said. “It wasn’t until we renovated downstairs
that people started hearing and seeing things.”
Earlier in the evening, before the ghost box was used, the investigators set up cameras and digital video recorders to monitor the allegedly
active areas, where people claim to hear laughter and see children playing.
To prepare for this claim, the team set up cameras on both porches,
where the children are rumored to play most often, and put a ball on a
child sized table, hoping the beings there would play with it.
Guests have also spotted and heard a Civil War soldier walking from
room to room.
For this claim, they set up several cameras downstairs that monitor
the rooms and trace paths the being is reported to walk.
Once they finish setting up, they gather and discuss where to eat
before the investigation begins — a team ritual.

Photography by Melanie Cascio

There are several claims of activity beyond the
threshold of Tyrone Plantation.
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Basics of an investigation
Jennifer Broussard, LA Spirits director, said some team members believe in paranormal activity, but there are also skeptics.
“Everything is in theory. I can’t tell you for sure that we’ve seen and believe, but we do try to give our clients something tangible,” Broussard said.
What makes investigating difficult, Broussard said, is that they cannot make things happen on command. Charles Gardner, LA Spirits media director, agreed that finding paranormal activity on an investigation
is a lot rarer than one would think.
“Most times, an investigation is like watching paint dry,” Gardner
said. “The claims don’t always happen when we are there, and we can’t
do anything about it.”
LA Spirits approaches investigations with skepticism. At the beginning of every search, the team walks through the location to uncover
logical reasons for the client’s paranormal claims.
Brad Duplechien, LA Spirits founder and webmaster, said they rule
out about 85 percent of the claims in the preliminary search.
After the group gets back from dinner, they set up the last infrared
camera and gather on the second floor. They turn off their phones, prepare their personal equipment and divide into two groups, all while socializing.The photographer and I go with Coleman, Lori Russell, Brian
Guillot and Elissa Lehnhardt to the first floor to begin the search for
paranormal activity.
The investigators with tell stories of previous investigations while we
go downstairs and kill the lights. Each investigator has a voice recorder
and other various equipment.
We wait.

Paranormal activity and equipment
Thomas said paranormal activity can be a sound, movement or anything out of the ordinary that cannot be explained.
The most controversial evidence of activity is an orb, which is often
caught in photos or videos. A true orb, a collection of energy, is recognized by the scientific community. They have certain characteristics that
make them identifiable, like omitting their own light source and often
having a tail like a comet.
“Orbs … I hate orbs,” Thomas said. And many serious investigators
agree. Thomas said many new investigators take photos and see balls of
light and automatically assume it is an orb and evidence of a ghost, but
he explained that those are usually dust or humidity catching the light.
However, even when it is a true orb, it doesn’t mean there is a ghost
or paranormal activity, which is why they look the evidence as a whole,
Thomas said. For example, they examine the evidence to see if an orb
is paired with a change in temperature or another paranormal instance.
Electronic voice phenomena are another aspect of paranormal activity and are most often found using a voice recorder. Duplechien said
EVPs can be obtained by asking questions out loud, such as “Why are
you here?” and “What is your name?”
“At first you feel silly just talking out loud because it feels like you’re
talking to yourself, but you get used to it. And sometimes you find answers on the voice recorder,” Duplechien said.
Thomas said the first EVP was captured by Thomas Edison and they
are accepted by the scientific community. EVPs can be broken into three
classes: C includes strange noises, mumbles, etc.; B includes somewhat
decipherable words; A includes clear words and whole sentences.
Most often, they find C’s, but they have captured A’s before. One
of the most memorable capturing of A’s was at the Waverly Hills Sanitarium in Louisville, Ky., which is the favorite investigation for many
team members. The sanitarium, a tuberculosis hospital for more than
50 years, is well known to the paranormal community and has been
featured in many TV shows and movies focused on paranormal activity.

Paranormal activity is said to occur in the sitting room, entryway
and porch of Tyrone Plantation.

Broussard said the sheer amount
of activity, including shadow people
and object manipulation, makes the
investigation vivid in her mind.
“The entire way home, we didn’t
rest. We drove like 36 hours home
straight and we were listening to our
audio. It was so amazing and very
active,” Broussard said.
The evidence collected at the sanitarium is posted on the group’s
website, www.laspirits.com, which includes audio of “paranormals” talking back to the investigators.
Another piece of equipment LA Spirits uses is an electromagnetic
field meter, which they use to find any sudden increase or decrease in
the electromagnetic field.
They also use infrared thermometers to measure the ambient temperature for drops or rises. Duplechien said if a spirit is trying to manifest, there will be temperature changes.
For both the EMF and IR thermometers, an initial reading is captured by walking through the location for a base reading; that way they
can look for differences from the base reading when conducting the
investigation.
The investigators also use digital video recorders so they can watch
several rooms at once. Here they look for object manipulation, which
can include anything from doors or cabinets opening to objects in the
room being played with or moved.

“Hello.”
Clear as day, the greeting rings out in the room, and
my breath catches in my throat. The investigators look at
each other.
“Did you hear that?”
“It said hello.”
“I heard it, too.”
The radio continues to play static for a few more minutes and the
group decides to take a break and go outside. The teams are switching
floors. The photographer and I decide to stay on the first floor and see
if the second group can find any evidence supporting the Confederate
soldier sightings.

Who is Louisiana Spirits?
LA Spirits does investigations across the state through their five chapters and occasionally in Texas, Arkansas and Mississippi.
“Any given weekend, we can have up to five investigations across the
state,” Broussard said.
LA Spirits is not the only paranormal investigation team in the state,
and other teams range from large to a small handful of friends.
“There are more paranormal investigation groups in Louisiana than I
can count on two hands,” Gardner said. “We are one of the biggest and
maybe the second or third oldest.”
Martin Delatte, the case manager for the Southeastern chapter and LSU psychology senior, has been
doing paranormal investigations for almost two years.
“I enjoy the history lesson you get, as well as the
thrill of getting to experience something that can’t
be explained through hard science. It’s invigorating,”
Delatte said.
One area LA Spirits has not yet had a chance to
investigate is Pleasant Hall on LSU’s campus. Delatte
said he has been attempting to find a way to do an investigation on
campus but has had no success yet. The stories of Pleasant Hall have
intrigued him for years.
“I definitely think it could be haunted, and it excites me,” Delatte
said. “There is so much history surrounding this school. Anything is possible, but I don’t think it is exceptionally rare. I wouldn’t put it past many
universities to have somewhere haunted, especially the older ones.”
The second group of investigators contains Gardner, Broussard and
Thomas. They try to use the ghost box, but there are no solid answers.
Thomas notices that the temperature has dropped, according to his
thermometer.

this place is active, but never use
“theWe’lltermsayhaunted
... There is no 100 percent
positive there are such things as ghosts.
”
IR cameras are also used during the investigation because, in theory,
it is easier to spot paranormal occurrences through infrared, Duplechien
said. They also use a thermal imaging camera to view everything by temperature.
For a while, nothing happens, until we hear the name “Jake.” We
all ask questions and sometimes get answers such as “yes.” We hear the
name several times and then move to a side room to see if the “paranormal” will continue to speak to us.
Various questions are asked, and for awhile no answers are given.
Coleman then explained to the being that if he wanted to say “Hi,” he
could do so through the ghost box.
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Ghost Hunting Equipment
DVR (Digital Video Recorder):

This enables the team of investigators to monitor and record multiple IR cameras at once that are spread around
the investigation site.

EMF meter (Electromagnetic Field meter):

These meters allow investigators to look for fluctuations
in the electromagnetic field, which theoretically changes
when a paranormal being is trying to manifest itself.
Unexplained increases in the EMF are said to be signs of
a potential presence.

Digital Voice Recorders:

These voice recorders are used to capture EVPs (Electronic
Voice Phenomena), which could be the voices of spirits.

IR cameras (Infrared cameras):

These cameras allow investigators to monitor the area
through a level of light naked human eyes cannot see. During an investigation all of the lights are off, which allows
investigators to monitor possible paranormal activity that
human eyes are incapable of seeing.

IR thermometers (Infrared thermometers):

These are used to detect temperature fluctuations in the air.
Investigators say when a paranormal being tries to manifest it can pull energy from the air, which can change the
temperature.

Thermal camera:

This thermal imaging camera detects the slightest temperature change of surface temperatures.

[Above] A screen shows several different rooms being monitored by the IR cameras.
[Right] Paranormal investigators: (left to right) Steve Coleman, Brian Guillot, Charles
Gardner, Brandon Thomas, Jennifer Broussard, Lori Russell and Elissa Lehnhardt with
owner (in red) Rae Swent, before the investigation began.
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Broussard wants to see if the being can drop it further and says,
“Come on, drop it to 56. I want you to drop it. You can do it.”
She taunts the being, and the temperature continues to drop slowly.
“Come on, you can’t do it,” Broussard says. “You’re weak; a real man
ghost could do it.”
It continues to change temperature, briefly increasing and then decreasing. Eventually it rises back to the original temperature.
Gardner, who had been on the bed in the bedroom where the ghost
resides, said that while the temperature was decreasing, he felt strange
in a way he couldn’t explain. He said he knew before being told the
temperature returned to its initial reading because the sensation left him.
Duplechien explained that when a paranormal being is trying to do
something, whether speak, appear or move, it pulls energy from things
around it, such as people or electronics.

Post investigation
Once the investigations are over and all of the evidence is collected,
the team packs up and goes home. At that point, they analyze everything
and see if there is any significant proof that paranormal activity is present.
“Equipment is only so accurate,” Duplechien said, “which is why we
take a look at all of the information together and see if there is a pattern.”
Duplechien noted that they never tell clients the area is haunted or they
have a ghost.
“We’ll say this place is active, but never use the term haunted,” Duplechien said. “There is no 100 percent positive there are such things as
ghosts.”
If they have convincing evidence, they present it back to the client, as
well as put it on their website, but they will not do anything to alter the
paranormal activity for the client.
“We want to go in and document any activity that is actually there,
but if they want it cleared or banished, we don’t do any of that,” Broussard said. “If we do find proof of paranormal activity or things happening, it’s not that we’re going to save those people. We are going to
document.”
LA Spirits will, however, put people in contact with those
that will help them take care of the paranormal activity.
Broussard said people need to consider that paranormal
experiences aren’t dangerous.
“Through these investigations, I’ve learned just because
you don’t understand it and don’t see it, doesn’t mean it will
hurt you,” Broussard said. “I am more afraid of the living
than I am the dead. The living can actually hurt you.”
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